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Abstract 

Many antenna difficulties need the development of multibeam type antennas, and this is especially true in 

space telecommunications. In order to analyse and design these types of antennas, a variety of synthesis 

methods have been created; nevertheless, the topic of how to efficiently define the antenna's far field for this 

purpose has received little attention in synthesis-related efforts. The wavelet representation utilising 

orthonormal wavelet bases has attracted a lot of attention. Recent work has produced orthonormal wavelet 

bases in the M-band, as well as parameterizing wavelets that are compactly supported in the M-band. A 

superposition of elementary solutions can be used to model the free electromagnetic spectrum. The data is 

depicted using a continuous wavelet transform. A multiscale electromagnetic field can be studied using the 

results. 
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Introduction 

The Moment Method is one of the most powerful numerical techniques for handling electromagnetic scattering 

challenges, although this method has always suffered from memory and computation time because of 

digitalized integral equations resulting to an extremely dense impedance matrix. [1] Antennas that are massive 

and require a high number of iterations are prohibitively expensive. In the wavelet technique, wavelet functions 

can be used as the foundation and testing functions. 

Using wavelets as a basis for expressing functions is a novel approach. It's a flexible tool with a lot of real-

world application possibilities. The term "wavelet" comes from the fact that they must integrate to zero, 

causing a waveform to appear on either side of the axis of interest. Alternately, a wavelet can be viewed as a 

normalised function of the 0 average centred at about t = 0. [2] 
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Wavelet analysis has recently caught the eye of mathematicians and physicists. Some examples are Signal and 

Image Analysis, Communication Systems, and so forth. [3] 

Objectives 

• To Study what is mean by wavelet and its application 

• To study how wavelet are represented 

• To Study antenna analysis using wavelet tranform 

Research Methodology 

The materials related to the present work have been collected from secondary data.The secondary data’s were 

collected from website.It is significant to get other perceptions to elaborate the textual analysis and this would 

need close reading analysis of few secondary materials. 

Review of Literature 

Since the discontinuities in rocks and soil pores reflect electromagnetic signals at high energy levels (Orlando 

2003)[4,] GPR is commonly used to detect anomalies deep beneath the ground's surface. [4] Although signal 

attenuation is the primary challenge when researching subsurface features, dealing with low energy reflections 

mostly disguised by noise can make it difficult to discover anomalies at times.... In order to improve 

recognition rates, de-noising the GPR signals prior to data analysis is a need, according to this. 

Microstrip antennas in the shape of an E have been proposed for wireless applications. [5]Any polarisation can 

be used by the antenna, including both right and left hand circular polarizations (RHCP and LHCP). To put it 

another way: The antenna has an effective bandwidth of 7%, with an 8.7 dBic maximum realised gain at 

2.45GHz. 

For RMSAs that operate in the X-band at a 10 GHz centre frequency, this study presents numerous approaches 

and analyses.[6] Lowering the quality factor, moving the feeding point, utilising reactive loading, and altering 

the patch form are all viable options. Material selection is dependent on which dielectric material provides the 

best antenna performance with the lowest surface wave loss. The ideal materials for the suggested design are 

Duroid 5880 and Quartz, which have better mechanical properties and a wider Bandwidth (BW) than air. The 

overall antenna BW for RMSA increases by 11.6%, while the increase for Quartz is 17.4% when 

utilisingDuroid 5880 with a repositioned feeding point and a central shorting pin. 

This paper[7] proposes a new wideband and small-size diamond-shaped patch antenna that can improve the 

impedance bandwidth of a radio system. It is proven that a high frequency simulator (HFSS) can simulate 

return loss, E and H-plane radiation patterns as well as antenna gain at different frequencies. When used in the 

4-8.8 GHz frequency range, the antenna has an impedance bandwidth of 81% and a return loss of less than -10 

dB. 

Result and Discussion 

It is possible to discriminate between stable and unstable sites using wavelet transform (Fig. 1). Due to ASG-

upcoming EUPOS's function as a national basic reference network, it's critical that these two organisations be 

clearly distinguished. [8] 
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Fig. 1 Example of the less (HRUB – left) and more stable (JOZ2 – right) site of ASG network 

Density of circular contour antennas is shown in fig 2.[9] 

 

Fig. 2 Density of Current for circular contour Antennas of Diameter (a = 1.5λ), φinc = 180° 

 

Fig. 3 Density of Current for square Contour Antennas of Side (a = 1.5λ), φinc = 180° 

When it comes to wavelets, Haar is the simplest and oldest. For a given interval, it is a step 

function that accepts values of positive and negative unity, and then dissipates outside of that 

interval.[10-13] 
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Fig. 4 Graphical representation of the Haar Wavelet 

Antenna diversity strategies implemented in the proposed wavelet-based MC-CDMA simulation are shown in 

Fig. 5[14]. 

 

Fig. 5 Wavelet based MC-CDMA system with implementation of various antenna diversity schemes. 
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Conclusion 

A continuous-time function is divided into wavelets using a CWT, or continuous wavelet transform. Although 

the Fourier transform is able to generate a timefrequency representation of a signal that provides excellent time 

and frequency localization, this transform cannot be enhanced concurrently. One of the main advantages of the 

Wavelet Transform over the Fourier Transform is the ability to extract local spectral and temporal data 

simultaneously. In comparison to Fourier transform, we may say that the wavelet transform is a more 

trustworthy and superior technique. 
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